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Control of place-cell activity in an open field 
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The nature ofplace-cell firing in the hippocampus is discussed with relevance to control of dis
charge characteristics in a "eue-sterile" open-field environment. Although it can be demonstrated 
that 0011 flring in this context is contro11ed by spatial influenoos, it is also shown that firing within 
the place field and the location ofthe place field can be altered by nonspatial influences as we11. 
Within-field frring in this environment is contro11ed to a large degree by the trajectory of the 
animal's movements. Analyses involving forward or backward time shifts in frring, adjusted for 
variation in speed ofmovement, trajectory convergence, and number ofspikes, produced no indi
cation that complex ce11 frring reflects either memory for, or anticipated arrival in, locations other 
than where the cell fired originally. Nor is the location ofthe place field strictly dependent upon 
the spatial features ofthe apparatus, since it is shown that place-ce11 firing can be changed read
ily by altering the significance or relevance of a particular location. Place-cell plasticity in this 
context suggests nonspatial control over where place cells frre. These results are considered in 
terms of hippocampal cell coding of specific types of spatial information. Considerable discussion 
is devoted to whether coding of place is shifted in the same cell, or whether there is emergence 
of place firing by a different cell (detected by the same electrode), as an explanation for this ap
parent plasticity. Although no resolution is provided, the implications ofthese findings for a strict 
spatial mapping theory ofthe hippocampus are addressed and other interpretations are explored. 

Cells in the central nervous system (CNS) that can code 
for spatiallocations within the environment present several 
problems for neurobiological approaches to understand
ing how the brain works. Given that an the necessary sen
sory information for such a calculation is present (in some 
form or other) in the CNS, the issue of whether this in
formation can be accessed by a particular structure or cell 
with such specificity as to enable "place-specific" firing 
is currently under intense investigation. Apparent place
specific firing by complex spike cells in the hippocampus, 
as first reported by O'Keefe and Dostrovsky (1971), sug
gests that this is one structure in which spatial coding 
might take place. Besides being repeated1y verified in 
severallaboratories (see Eichenbaum & Cohen, 1988), 
the discovery of such' 'place cells" has produced a major 
theory ofhippocampal function (O'Keefe & Nadel, 1978). 
Recently, however representation of spatial versus non
spatial information by complex spike cells has been an 
issue of considerable interest among investigators in the 
field. This volume represents some interesting contrast
ing views of place-specific firing by hippocampal com
plex spike cells. Utilizing different assessment techniques 
in order to understand the nature of place-cell firing, it 
has become readily apparent from the disparity of results 
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in the field that an absence of agreement as to the con
ceptual and neurobiological bases of the phenomenon 
exists. 

Our investigations of place-cell activity have centered 
on two major questions: (1) What controls the within-field 
firing of place cells? (2) Are place fields fixed and rigidly 
controlled by the spatial features of the environment, or 
can they be altered by nonspatial influences that control 
behavior? These two topics will be considered in the fol
lowing discussion. 

Directional Specificity of Place-CeU Firing 
Directional firing of hippocampal place cells has been 

shown within several different contexts (McNaughton, 
Bames, & O'Keefe, 1983; Muller, Kubie, & Ranck, 
1987). Place cells in the hippocampus do not code abso
lute directional features since hippocampal cell fields shift 
location to maintain position relative to prominent spa
tial cues ifthose cues are rotated (Muller & Kubie, 1987; 
O'Keefe, 1979; O'Keefe & Conway, 1978; Olton, 
Walker, & Gage, 1978). This is in contrast with ceHs in 
the postsubiculum (Ranck, 1984; Taube, MuHer, & 
Ranck, 1988). Determination of direction-specific firing 
of place cells is somewhat confounded since movement 
in a particular direction also constitutes moving into or 
out of a place field. Since place fields tend to be distributed . 
in different physical (spatial) locations within the environ
ment, absolute directional control is difficult to assess. 
We recently showed (Breese, Hampson, & Deadwyler, 
1987) that relative directional fIring differentiates place
cell discharges in terms of turning biases in the follow
ing manner: (1) ceHs with symmetric turning correlates 
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fired maximally when the animal was moving straight 
ahead within the field and fired less as the animal deviated 
from a straight trajectory, (2) other cells displayed max
imal firing when the animal turned right (right-skew cells) 
or left (left-skew cells) within the field, and (3) still other 
cells had no obvious directional biases. Although these 
preliminary analyses could be influenced by other factors, 
such as head turning (Bostock, Taube, & Muller, 1988), 
they are in agreement with recordings from cells in the 
parietal cortex of the rat which apparently code directional 
sensitivity in a similar manner (McNaughton, 1989). 

There are other aspects of in-field firing of place cells 
that suggest relative rather than absolute directional sen
sitivity. Movement trajectories associated with cell fir
ing in the field can be divided into three different classes: 
those associated with entering the field (i.e., the animal 
entered the field and stopped), leaving the field (the animal 
left the field after stopping within its boundaries), or pass
ing through the field (the animal did not stop while in the 
field). These calculations revealed that 81 % of all enter
ing trajectories (n = 13 animals) were associated with 
significantly (p < .01) increased firing, whereas fewer 
trajectories were associated with leaving (51 %) or pass
ing through the field (41 %). A similar analysis by 
McNaughton, Barnes, and O'Keefe (1983) of firing
associated trajectories in an eight-arm maze revealed a 
firing bias for inward trajectories in that task as weIl. 

On an open platform, therefore, firing of place cells 
is influenced to a large extent by relative direction and 
traversal patterns of the animal. We have confirmed a 
report by Muller and Kubie (1987) showing that strategi
cally placed barriers that interrupt established movement 
trajectories reduce or suppress place-cell firing even 
though the animal can enter the field via another direc
tion or route (Breese, Hampson, & Deadwyler, 1988, 
1989). Foster, Castro, and McNaughton (1988) eliminated 
place-specific discharges by adapting animals to physi
cal immobilization and passively moving them through 
the field. This suggests that self-initiated movements 
within the field are crucial for place-specific firing. Muller 
and Kubie considered movement a major controlling fac
tor in their "kinematic" explanation ofplace-cell firing. 
Arecent study of hippocampal involvement in object
place associations in primates by Parkinson, Murray, and 
Mishkin (1988) points out the necessity of considering the 
significance of purposive movement toward a particular 
location within a defined spatial context as a potentially 
powerful controlling aspect of place-cell firing. 

Firing Within the Field: 
A Spatial or Temporal Correlate? 

Given that in-field firing of place cells is closely as
sociated with the animal's traversal pattern, it is impor
tant to determine the nature of this movement-related 
correlate. Is the cell discharge signaling (1) the momen
tary or immediate spatiallocation that the animal occupies 
as it moves through the field (O'Keefe & Nadel, 1978; 

Zipser, 1985), (2) the step-by-step movement patterns that 
propei the animal from one location in the field to the next 
(Kubie, Fox, & Muller, 1984), or (3) the anticipated ar
rival in a spatiallocation that the animal will subsequently 
occupy while traversing through the field (Muller & 
Kubie, 1986)? The latter issue was addressed by Muller 
and Kubie (1986) using a time-shiJt analysis of the array 
of spikes in relation to the array of coordinates of spike 
locations within the field. The two arrays were shifted 
until the field with the highest spike density (i.e., max
imal field constriction) was obtained. This was quite a 
perceptive manipulation since, presumably, a time shift 
that produced the smallest field size would "predict" the 
location of the animal at a time that was different from 
actual spike occurrence. Optimal field constriction was 
shown to be associated with a positive (forward) time shift 
of approximately 160 msec following the time of actual 
spike occurrence. The time-shift analysis suggests that 
place-cell firing represents "anticipated" arrival in a 
different location, possibly the next physicallocation along 
a given trajectory (Muller & Kubie, 1986). 

Time-shift analyses can potentially reveal very impor
tant aspects of place-cell firing; however, interpretation 
of the meaning of field changes produced by such anal
yses must be approached with caution. We were very in
terested in the validity of this measure and its potential 
importance; therefore, several time-shift analyses were 
performed examining different measures of spike distri
bution within the field, including spike density, field area, 
and distance between spikes (Breese et al., 1989). No evi
dence of a significant time shift was obtained with any 
ofthe above measures. However, three confounds in the 
time-shift calculation must be ruled out before a time
shifted constriction of field size can be considered a valid 
reflection of temporal coding by place cells. 

First, the array of spikes that is time-shifted cannot vary 
due to alterations in the velocity of the animal' s move
ments through the field. If this occurs, there will be an 
artificial "pile up" of spikes (constriction of the field) 
at time-shifted locations where there are a changes in ve
locity. Second, the number of spikes in the analysis must 
remain constant even if they are time-shifted out of origi
nal field boundaries. A loss of spikes because of shifting 
out of the limits of the original field would constrict the 
field through the selective loss of dispersed spikes. Third, 
movement trajectories associated with the spike array can
not converge from different directions. Trajectory con
vergence directly constricts the field because the time
shifted spike locations will also converge and will be ffiaX

imally condensed when shifted toward the point of inter
section ofthe trajectories. The resulting time-shifted con
striction of the field size reflects a necessary reduction 
in spike dispersion because of the convergence of move
ment trajectories to a single locus. Constriction of field 
size by the above factors has different interpretations than 
a "prediction" of arrival in a particular spatial location 
(Muller & Kubie, 1986). If movement velocity within the 



field did not vary, and if all spikes were counted and 
trajectories within the field did not converge to a single 
locus (i.e., were parallel), then, with the above con
taminating influences ruled out, we found no significant 
effect of the time-shift analysis. This raises an interest
ing question. If place cells did fire in anticipation of ar
rival in a particular location in the environment, would 
constriction of field size actually be a measure of this ten
dency? There is no apriori reason to expect the field to 
constrict versus (merely) to shift location unifonnly along 
the set oftrajectories associated with the animal's move
ments through the field. 

Plasticity of Place-Cell FiriDg 
The coding of place by the selective discharge of hip

pocampal complex spike cells has been an underlying as
sumption since the original observation of place-specific 
firing (O'Keefe & Dostrovsky, 1971). This assumption 
requires that such firings inherently "represent" some 
spatial feature(s) of the environment. Evidence of aspike 
code indicative of this function is nonexistent. It has been 
suggested that each place cell reflects a component of a 
larger, more complete representation of the spatial fea
tures of the environment (O'Keefe & Speakman, 1987; 
Zipser, 1985). This interpretation is supported by the 
selective effects of hippocampallesions on spatial memory 
and spatial navigation (Morris, 1983; Olton, Becker, & 
Handelmann, 1979). However, even casual observation 
reveals that animals sustaining hippocampal lesions are 
not rendered incapable of successfully negotiating spa
tial barriers and other obstacles that block a path to a goal 
(i.e., they do not appear to be spatially "blind"), as might 
be expected if place-cell firing represented critical spa
tial aspects ofthe animal's world. A much more specific 
hypothesis regarding hippocampal involvement in spatial 
memory is necessary to bridge the gap between the pro
posed impairment produced by hippocampal damage and 
the type of spatial information contained in the firing pat
tern of complex spike cells. 

Place-Cell Plasticity: Two Celts or ODe? 
The known firing characteristics of hippocampal com

pie x spike cells therefore do not explain fully the process
ing of spatial information. How rigid are the spatial fir
ing tendencies of hippocampal place cells? If place cells 
encode critical aspects of the spatial features of the en
vironment, either relational (Eichenbaum & Cohen, 1988) 
or absolute (O'Keefe & Speakman, 1987), the firing pat
terns elicited by those spatial features should be relatively 
stable. If it can be shown that complex spike cell firing 
is plastic and changeable within a fixed spatial context, 
the significance of the type of spatial information encoded 
by these cells would require alternatives to a strict spa
tial mapping interpretation. 

Central to the issue of whether place cells have vari
able spatial firing tendencies or have more than one spa
tial correlate is the possibility that two different place cells 
with different place fields may be recorded by the same 
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electrode (McNaughton, O'Keefe, & Barnes, 1983). Re
cently, it has been proposed that multiple electrodes may 
be necessary to identify different complex spike cells 
recorded from a single e1ectrode. A single electrode 
recording the activity of one cell with a place field might 
also record another cell firing close by the same electrode. 
If the waveforms of the two cells were similar, it might 
not be possible to differentiate them correctly as two cells 
with individual fields rather than one cell with two differ
ent fields. Since place cells appear to have very specific 
firing correlates, it is important to be able to distinguish 
between these two possibilities when observing a change 
in the location of the place field. The stereotrode tech
nique proposed by McNaughton, O'Keefe, and Barnes 
uses spike-amplitude ratios compared across different 
electrodes to verify recordings from the same cello A mis
match in this measure (i.e., different amplitude ratios on 
the same two electrodes) is assumed to represent the con
tribut ion of a different, previously •• silent" cell (Thomp
son & Best, 1988). The technique illustrates the potential 
problem in which cells that lie close enough together to 
be recorded from a single 20-1' wire (microwire) electrode 
may be indistinguishable as two cells by waveform shape 
and amplitude criteria, and may be mistakenly assumed 
to have more than one spatial correlate. O'Keefe & Speak
man (1987), using this technique, showed that different 
place fields recorded simultaneously from two microwire 
electrodes reflected activity from different cells. 

Two major changes in hippocampal chronic-unit record
ing have made it necessary to use stereotrode recording 
procedures: (1) the desire to record from the same cell 
over long time periods (days and weeks; see Best & 
Thompson, 1989) and (2) the desire to record simulta
neously from several different identified cells from a 
single-wire electrode. The relatively large, flexible micro
wire electrodes that are semipermanently implanted and 
allowed to "drift" next to cells as they are slowly lowered 
into the hippocampus (Kubie, 1984) have proven effec
tive for these purposes. Microwire electrodes, however, 
because of their large surface area, their inability to be 
precisely positioned, and their tendency to drift next to 
other cells over days, make stereotrode spike detection 
and categorization a necessary means of maintaining cell 
identity (McNaughton, O'Keefe, & Barnes, 1983). AI
though other single-electrode chronic recording techniques 
(e. g., higher impedance •• etched " electrodes mounted in 
microdrives) also have inherent difficulties (i.e., lower 
probability of long-term recording from the same cell), 
the contention that stereotrode recording is required for 
separating multiple spikes detected by any single electrode 
is not necessarily true and rests on the premise that suffi
cient isolation of spikes from more than one cell cannot 
be achieved by physical means. 

The arguments in favor of microwire recording are 
valid, and the quality control achievable by spike
amplitude and time comparisons are notable accomplish
ments (McNaughton, O'Keefe, & Barnes, 1983). How
ever, it is a bit extreme to suppose that identical cells 
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Figure 1. Demonstration of p1asticity of pIac~ell ftriog. (A) Plac~ell ftriog map (right) aod traversaI map (time in location, lett) 
oblained duriog a single, 8-min recordJog session wben aU ftve locations on tbe plstform were balted (+). Tbe ouWne of a square Is 
tbe area of the plstrorm. Tbe strlped bar at the rlgbt represents tbe placement of a Jarae whfte poIarization cue card. Tbe loset shows 
superimposed (live) traces of tbe extraceUular spike waveform 01 a comple" spike ceU laken cIuriDI tbls session. PIxels located orr tbe 
plstlorm resulted from cable overbaog as tbe rat leaned over tbe qe 01 the plstrorm. (8) FlrIog map sbowiog rotation 01 tbe place 
fteld from the upper lett corner 01 tbe diagram to tbe lower rlgbt corner that occurred as tbe card was rotated to the opposite waU of 
the eocl08ure. Cell ftriog was maiotained at tbe same relative position to the polarlziog cue card but was sbifted In relation to static room 
ud plstform cues, Wustratiog errective spatiaI controt over the p1ace neId. Tbe loset shows superimposed traces from the same ceU (8-
min sesIdon) recorded 15 min after tbe session sbowo In Pane1 A. (C) Tbe R8tricted baItina procedure produced a shfft In tbe rotated 
pIace IIeId to tbe corner opposite that showo in Pane1 B. Tbe animal remalned on tbe platform and tbe cue card remaIned In tbe same 
position as tbe session in Panel B. The recordJog session was inltiated 8 mln after restrictlon 01 baltiog to tbe tower lett corner o( diagram 
(+). Superimposed traces 01 action potent1als from tbe same ceOs are showo in tbe ioset. Note that tbe traversaI (time-in-Iocation) maps 
show Httle variation across aU thne recordJog sessions Oett columos of Panels A-C). The gray seale sbowo In tbe middle of tbe ftgure 
Oett to rlgbt) desigoates <3.0, 4.0-6.0, 7.0-9.0, ud >9.0 spikes/sec for open, strlped, stippled, ud ftUed squares, respectively, for 
ftrlog maps; and <0.08, 0.09-0.16,0.17-0.24, ud >0.24 sec for open, striped, stippled, ud ftlled squares, respectively, for traversaI 
maps. Callbration for action-potential waveforms: 2.0 msec ud 200 I' V. 



with identical waveforms and amplitudes would be sam
pled on every occasion with all types of single electrode, 
or that the presence of other cells would be undetectable 
during the course of recording with a single etched-tip 
electrode mounted in a microdrive. In prior studies of 
place-cell firing, we employed single-electrode record
ing methods and strict criteria for identifying and main
taining activity from single complex spike cells. Cellular 
identity was provided by antidromic activation, collision 
tests, spontaneous firing rate, and different behavioral 
correlates in two different behavioral tasks (Christian & 
Deadwyler, 1986). 

Nonspatial Control of Place-Cell Firing 
The issue of whether complex spike cells can be shown 

to change their firing location when spatial attributes re
main unaltered hinges upon the obvious (hut nontrivial) 
assumption that the recordings are from the same cello 
We have recently shown that apparent shifts in complex 
spike cell spatial firing can occur in a "cue-sterile" open
field environment that contains a platform, curtains, and 
a single, large white polarizing stimulus card on one wall 
(Breese et al., 1988, 1989). If animals are trained to find 
water randornly delivered to each cup located in the 
corners and the middle of the platform, one or more place 
fields "emerge" when recording from identified hip
pocampal output neurons (Christian & Deadwyler, 1986). 
The place field(s) are usually associated with one, or 
sometimes two, ofthe five cup locations (Figure lA). The 
manipulation required to change the location of the place 
field in this task is the restriction of water delivery to only 
one of the five previously baited locations (Figure I C). 
After a field has been determined in one location, two 
prominent changes in place-cell firing are noted when the 
place field is shifted by the above manipulation: (1) the 
field is moved to the vicinity of restricted water delivery 
on the platform, and (2) the cell ceases to fire in the origi
nal field location(s). The characteristics of the shifted 
fields are also altered, including the size and number of 
firing locations in comparison with the original field 
(Breese et al., 1988). 

Given the current state of knowledge, there are two ex
planations of this phenomenon that have important im
plications for the significance of place-cell firing and what 
it represents. The first is that the electrode detects initia
tion of firing of a new cell that had not been firing previ
ously (see above). A shift in the place-field location result
ing from the initiation of firing in a second (previously 
silent) cell would not be surprising. However, an as yet 
undisclosed feature of place-cell activity would be the 
simultaneous cessation of firing in the originally detected 
cello Since the spatial features ofthe environment are un
altered, it is unclear why a new place cell would initiate 
firing and why the originally recorded cell would stop fir
ing, even though the traversal patterns and number of 
visits to both field locations were sirnilar before and af
ter the shift (Figure lC). An alternative explanation is that 
the field shi~ is a consequence of the same cell firing in 
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a new location. This would implicate water delivery as 
the controlling attribute of place coding by the cello 
Several experimental procedures have confirmed that the 
latter manipulation is the critical feature for shifting the 
cell (Breese et al., 1989). 

Considering the first of the above alternatives, two ques
tions are of relevance: (I) Why is this particular manipu
lation (water delivery) so effective in initiating firing of 
a cell that was previously silent (Thompson & Best, 
1988)? (2) Why is the "triggering" of new place-cell fir
ing coincidental with the cessation of firing in the former 
location? Since these changes occur within identical spa
tial contexts, strict coding of the spatial features of the 
environment becomes difficult to accept without modifi
cation. The latter concept requires that different place cells 
have different "mapping features" controlled by nonspa
tial influences. 

The second alternative, that the place field does shift 
and that the location of firing is dependent upon the sig
nificance of a particular spatial location, is more in line 
with current views of place coding by the hippocampus 
in the primate literature (parkinson et al., 1988; Rupniak 
& Gaffan, 1987). However, this view also presents 
problems for a strict spatial mapping theory. First, if "sig
nificance" of a location can alter the spatial correlate of 
a place cell, other cells in the hippocampus that also code 
spatiallocation must be shifted accordingly (and precisely) 
in order to maintain the same relative mapping features 
after the shift. This is presumably what happens when 
fields are shifted by rotating the prominent spatial cues 
within the environment (Figure IB). However, ifthe spa
tial correlates of other place cells are shifted to the same 
(i. e., restricted baiting) location as the recorded cell 
(Figure lC), then the outcome is more serious, since the 
resulting map would be either inaccurate or destroyed. 
We have observed only a few instances in which a change 
in the place correlate did not occur after this manipula
tion (7 of 47 cells). This suggests that most place cells 
would change their spatial correlate to the same (restricted 
baiting) location, thereby eliminating the mapping capa
city across the population of cells. Whether all fields are 
changed to the same (restricted baiting) location as the 
recorded cell, or place fields are rotated to maintain rela
tionally similar spatial locations, is currently under in
vestigation. 

A clear case of a failure to show place-specific firing 
associated with the location of reward is the report of 
O'Keefe and Speakman (1987). These investigators ex
amined place-cell firing on an elevated "plus" maze while 
manipulating the location of controlled spatial cues in a 
room with background or fixed spatial cues. Place fields 
were localized to the maze arms consistent with the posi
tions of the movable cues in the room. Even though the 
task required correct movements to a goal (arm) where 
reward was present, place-cell firing occurred no more 
frequentlyon the goal arm than on the other three arms. 
Of 55 units investigated, 26 showed place fields restricted 
to one or two arms (although a few showed multiple 
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fields). In view ofthe sbifted fields on the platform, goal
arm-associated firing would have been expected to be 
higher in this task, since by definition that particular 10-
cation acquired enough associative significance to drive 
the behavior. Records from a single animal showed fir
ing of presumably eight different cel1s distributed through
out the maze in all four arms, which constituted compel
ling evidence for the spatial map interpretation of firing 
in the task (O'Keefe & Speakman, 1987). However, 65% 
of the 26 place cells reported were recorded from only 
2 animals, with the remaining 10 cells distributed across 
an additional 6 animals. Nevertheless, these findings are 
difficult to reconcile with situations in wbich goal-oriented 
complex spike cell firing has been shown by ourselves 
and others (Eichenbaum & Cohen, 1988; Eichenbaum, 
Kuperstein, Fagan, & Nagode, 1987; Wiener & Eichen
baum, 1988). It is possible that the plus maze places a 
large emphasis (through training) on strategies leading to 
the solution of a unique spatial problem on each trial. Path
ways in elevated mazes are fixed and would appear to re
quire little navigational skill in calculating trajectories to 
particular spatiallocations. Under these conditions, the 
significance of the goal arm may not be as critical as the 
location from which the correct turn must be made. The 
lack of preferred firing in any location in the plus maze 
may retlect the acquired significance of only a few avail
able movement trajectories leading to the perceived goal 
locations. 

Is Location the Ooly Determinant 
of Place-Cel1 Firing? 

The above discussion suggests that several variables, 
in addition to the presence of the animal in a particular 
spatiallocation, control the firing of complex spike cel1s. 
Although spatial cues control the firing of place cells un
der some circumstances, this tendency is easily overcome 
in circumstances that do not involve attending to spatial 
features (cf. Berger, Rinaldi, Weisz, & Thompson, 1983; 
Best & Thompson, 1984; Foster, Christian, Hampson, 
Campbell, & Deadwyler, 1987). In recent years, evidence 
for behavioral influences on spatial firing of complex spike 
cells has been accumulating. Eichenbaum et al. (1987) 
showed that complex spike cell tiring in an odor
discrimination task was most frequent in locations where 
operant responses were executed or in places associated 
with movements toward the food dispenser . A direct com
parison of place versus reward-associated (cue-sampling) 
tiring revealed that complex spike cells that exhibited 
place correlates in a spatial navigation task also tired in 
relation to cue presentation in an odor-discrimination task 
(Wiener & Eichenbaum, 1988). Thus, a given complex 
spike cell can have two separate firing locations within 
the same environment, each distinctly correlated with the 
particular contingencies of the behavioral task operative 
at the time. Similarly, Olton and bis co-workers have 
provided evidence that complex spike cells respond dur
ing the delay period of a working-memory task (Wible 
et al., 1986), a result similar to that ofWatanabe and Niki 

(1985). In this instance, complex spike cell tiring was also 
dissociable from the strict spatial aspects of the task. Given 
the above reports, it is only a minor inductive leap to as
sume that complex spike cells can change their spatial tir
ing correlates within the same task in response to task de
mands or situations that have altered the signiticance of 
particular locations for those behaviors. 

Whether the selective baiting influence on place-cell tir
ing in an open platform reflects a specitic feature of the 
sterility of this form of spatial task, or whether the lack 
of goal-oriented firing of place cells in the plus maze 
(O'Keefe & Speakman, 1987) reflects the necessity for 
specifically coded spatial information to "reconstruct" 
paths to the goal in that task, it is clear that the two results 
constitute opposite extremes of a continuum of complex 
spike cell spatial frring correlates. As mentioned above, 
both results are difficult to incorporate into a single the
ory of place-specitic firing of complex spike cells. The 
existence of such precise coding of spatial locations by 
complex spike cells that emerges spontaneously in several 
different types of experimental situations (Best & Ranck, 
1982) makes it difficult to reconcile the presence of non
spatial control within similar spatial contexts. Clearly, the 
above issues indicate that complex spike cells require fur
ther investigation with regard to their functional roles in 
behavior and in the processing of spatial and nonspatial 
information by the hippocampus. 
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